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TASTE THE DIFFERENCE

LONE MOUNTAIN WAGYU

Lone Mountain Wagyu is the leading purveyor of 100% Fullblood Wagyu beef in the USA. 
Our award winning cattle herd is humanely raised on our small family ranch in Golden, New 
Mexico. We are passionate about the craft, science, and tradition that goes into raising this 
exceptional breed. 

Since 2010, we have been delivering the highest quality 100% Fullblood Wagyu beef to 
restaurants and consumers’ kitchens across the country. Our new Sausage and Jerky Products 
in Retail-Ready Packaging are the first of their kind, launched to rave consumer reviews in 
October 2014.

We look forward to expanding and welcoming you to our Lone Mountain Family. 

Lone Mountain produces the best Wagyu I have ever 
tasted. Having had the opportunity to tour the Ranch and 
speak with the family, I know how passionate they are 
about the beef they raise. I don’t know of any other 
Ranch that has gone to such great lengths to research 
and develop a herd of this pedigree and quality. The 
steaks are not only well marbled, they also have a refined 
flavor and unparalleled tenderness. 

- Chef John Cox, Post Ranch Inn, Big Sur, CA

After tasting Lone Mountain Wagyu steaks on three 
different occasions, it should have come as no surprise 
that the first word to come to mind with their burger was 
“butter”…This is sensual beef that might leave you a bit 
breathless.

- Carrie Oliver, The Artisan Beef Institute



MARY BOB

OUR FAMILY

LONE MOUNTAIN WAGYU

Lone Mountain Ranch has been in our family for over fifty years. 
This special piece of land is cherished by the Lloyd-Estrins, 
serving as the stomping grounds for generations of children and 
extended family.

Mary Lloyd Estrin and her husband Robert (Bob) Estrin took the 
reins of the Ranch in the mid-90’s.  After experiencing Wagyu 
beef in a Santa Monica restaurant in 2004, Bob knew the future 
of the family ranch lay on his plate. In 2005 Bob purchased his 
first Wagyu cattle, transitioning the entire herd from conventional 
cattle to 100% Fullblood Wagyu by 2008.

RANCH



Griff Foxley, Bob and Mary's son-in-law, joined the 
family business in 2007. A Manhattan-born 
communications and branding strategist based in Los 
Angeles, Griff brought a fresh marketing perspective 
to the Wagyu cattle operation. As COO Griff 
spearheaded the beef production arm of the business, 
and in 2010, Lone Mountain Wagyu was born, 
bringing the highest quality 100% Fullblood Wagyu 
Beef directly to restaurants and home kitchens across 
the U.S. 

At a toddling age, Griff was known to pull exotic 
delicacies off his parents' coffee tables in the '80s 
(think haddock and pâté). Born with a passion for 
food, Griff's career started out in the gourmet mecca 
of New York City on the Editorial team of Zagat 
Survey, the popular dining guide. Tasked with sussing 
out the foodie zeitgeist, he began what has become a 
lifelong personal and professional journey to learn the 
craft, care, and hard work required to produce truly 
exquisite and sustainable food experiences. 

Griff now holds an MBA in Sustainability 
Management. His passion for the land, for exquisite 
and conscientious food experiences, and for the 
development of authentic brands has found its rightful 
workplace in Lone Mountain Wagyu. He strives 
always to continue to improve the Lone Mountain 
Wagyu experience in terms of its quality, 
sustainability and excellence.

PRESIDENT

Contact:

Griff Foxley
646.580.8570
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www.lonemountainwagyu.com

ROBERT (BOB) ESTRIN

Originally from New Mexico, Bob built a career as 
an acclaimed Hollywood film editor for classic films 
including The Candidate, Badlands, and A River 
Runs Through It.  Bob left the film business after 
inheriting the family business, settling into his new 
role as head of the Ranch. After being blown away 
by his first taste of Wagyu beef, Bob spent several 
years immersing himself in learning everything he 
could about this majestic breed – traveling to Japan, 
studying historical texts, and meeting with Ranchers 
around the country that share his interest.

Bob served as the President of the American 
Wagyu Association in 2011 and continues to be a 
thought leader in the industry. In 2014, Western 
Cowman published Bob’s 2012 Excursion to 
Japan, a Personal Journal by Bob Estrin, through a 
series of articles. He is currently translating the 
definitive Japanese text (roughly translated as),  
The 100 Greatest Wagyu of Japan, in efforts to 
educate the industry on the history of Wagyu  and 
its future in America.

CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
GRIFF FOXLEY



WHAT IS WAGYU?

F1-50%
WAGYU

F2-75%
WAGYU

PUREBRED
15/16THS 

100%
FULLBLOOD

A breed of cattle of Japanese heritage 
naturally predisposed to be densely marbled.

The higher percentage Wagyu, the more prevalent the 
natural qualities of Wagyu Beef will be

Due to the common practice of ranchers 
crossbreeding Wagyu cattle with traditional 
US breeds such as Angus, there are different 

grades of Wagyu cattle in the USA

(That’s us!)(Most common)

Our beef ranges between 28-50% 
IMF, ranking akin to an 8 or 10 on the 
Japanese BMS scale, and orders of 
magnitude above so-called “USDA 
Prime,” which is 10-12% IMF*

*IMF is intramuscular fat, the white marbling within a cut 
of meat that carries the rich flavors and creates the luscious 
mouthfeel and tenderness prevalent in a high quality steak.

IN JAPANESE, WAGYU LITERALLY MEANS “JAPANESE COW”

Just as Sparkling Wine can only be 

called Champagne when from the 

Champagne Region of France, Wagyu can 

only be called Kobe when from the Hyogo 

Prefecture of Japan (whose capital is Kobe).
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Regarded as the best (and most expensive) beef in the world, 100% Fullblood Wagyu Beef 
is a gourmet item that ranks alongside Caviar, Truffles, and Jamón Ibérico de Bellota. 

The appeal of 100% Fullblood Wagyu is due to the rarity of the authentic breed, and the 
craft imparted in raising the cattle in a manner that optimizes the quality of the beef. There 
are estimated to be less than 5,000 Fullblood Wagyu in the US. 

THE CAVIAR OF CATTLE

LONE MOUNTAIN WAGYU

Delicate white lacing and bright red meat – 
these are the distinctive qualities that make 
Lone Mountain Wagyu beef exquisite. 
Described as sensual, slightly sweet, and 
buttery, one bite of our 100% Fullblood 
Wagyu will change your perception of beef.



PRODUCTS - PRIMALS, ROASTS & CASES

LONE MOUNTAIN WAGYU

We reserve our premier selections of 100% Fullblood Wagyu Beef for our restaurant and market 
partners. Pricing and availability may fluctuate.

These cuts are not fabricated on a 
regular basis, but come available from 
time to time in differing quantities. 

Striploin    24 49

Tenderloin    12 55

Ribeye - Boneless 2x2  29 46

Flat Iron Primal   24 19

Skirt Steak - Inside   30 14.75

Brisket - Whole Boneless  45 18.20

Hanging Tender   15 19.50

Petite Tender/Teres Major  15 19.50

Delmonico - Eye Roll Ribeye  34 26

Ball Tip    40 20.80

Tri Tip     35 20.80

Top Sirloin Butt Center - Cap Off 60 19.50

Mock Tender    60 13

Chuck Roll - Pectoral   19 12

Cheek Meat  19.50
Tongues  13
Liver   13
Heart     6.50
Kidney    6.50
Oxtail     6.50
Clod Heart    5.50
Marrow Bones   4.50

Ranch Steak
Bottom Sirloin Tip Center
Flat Iron Steak
Rib Bones – Baby Back Ribs
Rib Blade Meat
Round Tip Roast
Bone-in Shanks – Front & Rear
Heal Shank
Beef Sirloin Seam Meat

PREMIER CUTS SPECIALTY CUTS

INFREQUENT CUTS

Cut CutAvg.Weight
Per Case Price/LB Price/LB
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Summer Sausage  1 lb (1 link)  14.50/9.25

Sausage Links  1 lb (4 links) 14.50/9.25

Jerky     3.5 oz  13.75/9.00

STEAKS

ROASTS & GROUND

Weight Price Ea.

Weight Price Ea.

Product Weight/Package Size Retail/Wholesale

PACKAGED RETAIL PRODUCTS

LONE MOUNTAIN WAGYU

The end of 2014 witnessed the premier of Lone Mountain Wagyu packaged retail products – 
100% Fullblood Wagyu Beef Jerky and the first and only 100% Fullblood Wagyu Sausages in 
the country. Made from our premier cuts of beef including Filet Mignon, Striploin, Ribeye, Flat 
Iron, and Ground Beef, our artisanal, small batch products are retail-ready in USDA-approved 
packaging.

CONSUMER PRODUCTS
All of our retail products are fabricated into ready to prepare cuts. They are wet aged in their 
own juices, individually frozen and vacuum-sealed, and shipped on dry ice directly to our 
customers’ doors.
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(with point and fat cap)

Filet Mignon   8oz  69

Strip Steak    12oz  57 

Ribeye (boneless)    16oz  63

Top Sirloin     8oz   23

Skirt      1.25lbs  40

  

Ground Beef    1lb   12

Chuck Roast    3-4lbs 55

Tri Tip     2lbs  55 

Full Packer Brisket   12-14lbs 225

Short Rib    1lb  24


